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The small independent island nation was at the end of a long chain of Pacific archipelago islands
more than 40 miles from it’s nearest island neighbor, 154 square miles in size, large and protected
shallow clear blue lagoons surrounding the island with white sugar sand beaches, many isolated
coves with similar beaches and a very small stable population of less than 450 natives. Only one very
bored part-time policeman and a government of 15 people ran the entire island nation.

The island bore a  strong resemblance to  the mythical  island of  Bali  Ha’i  of  the Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical South Pacific. Bali Ha’i was based on the real island of Ambae.

Transportation to the island was weekly floatplane flights and a weekly ferry from the nearest island
40 miles away, which also was the nearest island that could take a small jet passenger airliner.

The two Hedonism II like resorts occupied either end of the small island. Both owned by the same
small wealthy corporation – three very attractive sisters in their late twenties to early thirties, who
had inherited the resorts from their grandfather, who had built the resorts in the 1960’s just in time
for the sexual revolution. Though the Hedonism II was a type description, these two extremely
successful resorts put the activities of the more famous or infamous Hedonism resorts to shame. As
typical with these types of resorts, it was all-inclusive including meals and drinks regardless of
quantity, spa treatments, scuba and skin diving so people would not to have bother with carrying
some type of payment or sign something to their rooms.

The  resorts  had  been  an  overwhelming  success  since  opening  and  easily  allowed  the
accommodations to be modernized frequently with the most current amenities,  technology and
décor. The round tropical style bungalows were set in groups of three, back to back, with floor to
ceiling sliding glass doors across the front with a view toward the beaches and lagoons, with gauzy
semi-sheer curtains to be drawn if wished. Each bungalow was equipped with one or two king size
beds and a large clear glass walk in shower with full body sprays that could accommodate four
people comfortably. Each group of three bungalows was staggered from its neighbor in distance and
elevation so as not to impede the view of the beaches and lagoons.

For years, the lagoons by each one of the two resorts also contained a permanent residence of pods
of very friendly and tame dolphins that the resort guests loved to swim with. However, the guests
were cautioned that the dolphins were perhaps too friendly, even amorous at times, and guest’s that
preferred to swim au natural or in micro-string bikinis did so at their own risk as “accidental
encounters” have been frequently known to happen.

Another venue the two resorts heavily advertised was their wild and exotic carefree entertainment
filled nightclub discos.

Much more prevalently and clearly obvious, more women than men were present at the two resorts
having “just girl’s” get away parties or wild bacherlorette destination parties. In fact, it was an
undisclosed secret that the male to female guest ratio was monitored and regulated to 1:9. This, the
resort owner’s felt would allow women to be more themselves, carefree, uninhibited and above all to
have a fun lasting experience that they would tell others about and return. This did in fact work as
year after year of solid bookings proved time and again, at times having to turn potential guests
away or put them on a months long reservation list.

The drug laws were more relaxed on this island nation than others with Ecstasy or “E” legal and
plentiful, along with the island Ganja – a rare but extremely potent, species of marijuana only found



in this remote island chain. Due to the remoteness of these islands, there was not an established
illegal drug trade in the Ganja because the remoteness made the economics unworkable.

This species of hallucinogenic Ganja had similar properties as regular marijuana but more potent
and therefore faster acting – letting down inhibitions and stirring overwhelming sexual arousal and
libido. In addition the smoke was not harsh, and island natives had found a couple of herbs growing
wild on the island chain and when mixed in with the Ganja produced a pleasant fragrance similar to
spice cigarettes.

The majority of the resort’s guests were the young and beautiful affluent jet-set crowd while the
others were fairly affluent just to be able to afford the travel costs to this remote isolated island.
Frequently one could recognize a movie starlet or television personality.

As with a lot of beautiful, out of the way, isolated mysterious places having strange tales and myths,
this island also had one…

Long told mythical tales of huge subhuman creatures snatching native women only to be returned
days later or so, in dazed, confused and slightly amnesiac states. After the two resorts were built,
occasionally resort guests were snatched as well, only to be returned days later in the same state.
Over the years information of these kidnappings by mysterious creatures would occasionally pop up
various tabloids around the world and then when it came into existence, various Internet postings
and blogs. Then a few indistinct fuzzy photos were posted, which quickly became discredited the
same as the infamous Pacific Northwest Big Foot photos and brief seconds-long film. These reported
incidents emerged occasionally over time but were few and rare, quickly suppressed or discredited
as a hoax by various scientific organizations as well as by the affluent victims.

Perversely, the resorts used the myths and the realty as a market-advertising ploy.

However, after the fuzzy set of photographs first appeared on the Internet, it got the interest of one
zoological  researcher at  a  world renown research university  by the name of  Dr.  Juliet  Simms
because the photos posted, although fuzzy, were of ones never before seen in Big Foot, Sasquatch,
Abominable Snowman, Yowi or Yeti internet forums.

Juliet’s interest peaked when a close friend actually suffered an incident at the island as in the rare
alleged reports and when Juliet was allowed to question her friend under hypnosis, managed to
divulge the hidden memories. This also revealed an unbeknownst proclivity that had developed as a
result  of  her  experiences  and  suppressed  memories  of  an  almost  borderline  clinical  case  of
nymphomania along with strong desires in bisexual and amazingly, bestiality activities.

Enlisting the aid of one of her doctoral thesis students, Amelia, further sleuthing uncovered other
women  across  the  country  that  had  experienced  similar  incidents,  and  of  those  that  allowed
themselves be placed under hypnosis, all had revealed the same proclivities and tendencies!

Having gathered enough information from victim’s interviews, Internet research from accounts that
could not be fully discredited and what finally nailed it,  3-D laser enhanced morphological and
anatomical analysis and reconstruction of the photos. The 3-D photo analysis recreated a clearer
profile and with a high-powered computer simulation program, simulated the walking motions of the
creatures. This clearly proved this was not a human in a costume taken from a distance. Juliet put
together a research proposal couched in inane scientific jargon – omitting the intimate experiences
of the victims, to go to the island to look for these subhuman creatures.

A few months later, Juliet was pleasantly surprised to be awarded a generous federal grant for an
initial two-year period for 6 weeks of fieldwork per year for three staff and follow-up research.



Unfortunately, strings were attached. Since the grant was passed thru the university department,
her department head, Dr. Natasha Reynolds, had decided to accompany her and Amelia on the field
trip to this distant exotic location. Natasha had long been an upper classmate of Juliet’s, beautiful,
extremely intelligent even brilliant but was a real stuck up bitch and exceedingly wealthy. Her
whispered nickname was PB or Princess Bitch. Her alumni parents had for a long time donated
generous amounts of money to fund the zoological and anthropological building named in their
honor, and university politics assured that Natasha, at age 31, was named department chair, the
youngest department head at the university and most universities everywhere.

The only lodging available on the island were the two resorts, which coincided nicely since a large
number of  incidents had occurred around the two resorts.  This made the search plan easy to
develop, as they would use the resorts as base camps. Later, if they could not find any evidence near
the resorts, they would bring in camping gear so they could explore the interior of the island if
necessary.

After arrival on their first day, the three colleagues had time to get to the beach for the afternoon.
Since this was a Hedonism II type resort and the majority of guests were women, the beach goers
and sun worshippers all wore barely-there bikini’s. In fact over half were topless with several dozen
in view opting for au’ natural.

Easily half of the women present on the beach appeared to have had surgical enhancements and/or
corrections. There were just too many perfectly beautiful, sculpted, firm full breasts in view. Not to
mention other body sculpting and/or contouring they also may have had. But the three colleagues
were in perfect agreement with this. All three felt very fortunate to have great toned bodies and if a
little cosmetic surgery was needed now and then to help keep them this way, they certainly were not
adverse in doing so and all three hoped they look as great as Cher at 64, Raquel Welch at 69 or Jane
Fonda at 72!

All three of the women had athletic, toned and ripped muscular defined bodies with full firm breasts,
that even drew envious looks from the other gorgeous women that were on the beach with them!

Natasha – five foot, ten inches, her German heritage had imparted her with beautiful firm full high
set European up tilted, size 34DD breasts, with small areolas and nipples and had worn a black
Brazilian tie side tricot string bikini with small micro triangle tops as she definitely had the body and
assets to wear this skimpy bikini.

Juliet and Amelia, five foot nine and eight also had firm full breasts almost as large as Natasha’s,
also with small areolas and nipples. Both women were wearing Brazilian cut micro-string bikini
bottoms but even briefer than Natasha’s as their bikini bottoms left the side of the hips entirely bare
except for where the slender strings crossed to tie the two small bottom pieces, as well as leaving
bare the front of the legs.

Juliet’s was a hot electric pink metallic lame bikini and the fabric was such that you could see her
small nipples protruding against the fabric. Her bikini top was a micro tricot.

Amelia’s was an electric blue “wet look” bikini with a pucker back bottom accenting her exposed
firm butt cheek curves and a small halter style bikini micro top.

Over the course of almost two hours each had three very tall alcoholic tropical drinks that appeared
by magic without asking by the bikini clad wait staff.

Natasha opened her eyes to see that Amelia had removed her bikini top revealing firm full 34 C
breasts which resulted in a quickly escalating heated argument with Natasha reminding her she was



here on a research trip and not some tropical free-for-all vacation or Spring Break type of trip. The
argument quickly halted when without a word, Juliet untied and removed her own top and laid back
and closed her eyes.

After they went back to their shared room, only room was available for them, with two king size
beds. Amelia cajoled the other two on their first night there to go to the disco. Reluctantly they gave
in despite how tired they were from the extensive travel to get there, though Natasha never did quit
bitching. Later, this would prove to be a mistake with their tired bodies and the drinks they had
consumed that afternoon combined with a light meal.

Not surprisingly, all three women had brought club wear clothes as all three outspokenly wanted to
take advantage of the resort’s activities but did not want to discuss it among themselves since this
was a research expedition.

When they walked out of their bungalow to go to the disco they stunned the onlookers, even the
affluent beautiful jet-set crowd!

Natasha was attired very causally but expensively in a black silk sheer tunic with a deep scalloped
cut  with  a  short  denim mini-dress.  The sheerness  of  the  expensive  fabric  and the  deep wide
scalloped plunge revealing a generous tanned expanse of  large firm unrestrained breasts  that
strained the tunic. The sheerness of the tunic was just enough to very slightly obscure the small
nipples leaving just a hint and very visible nipple bumps, but still reveal the incredible shape of her
full 34DD breasts and her firm athletic body.

Juliet wore a colorful multi-color abstract tropical print party dress with flutter sleeves with raw
edges that had a wide deep V that plunged almost to her navel.  As with Natasha, the plunge
revealed a generous tanned expanse of large firm breasts that strained the tunic – only more so
since the plunge was almost naval deep. In addition the fabric was semi-sheer as well as clinging
tightly, revealing nipple outlines of both breasts. The dress came just a few inches below the cheeks
of Juliet’s ass. The other two women wondered as they watched Juliet walk what kept her breasts
from popping out and both deduced it was from the tight clingy fabric as well as her exceedingly
firm breasts.

Amelia, just as stunning as her colleagues, and after another argument with Natasha about her club
dress  she  was  intending  on  wearing,  also  wore  a  plunging,  daring  and  very  revealing  black
rhinestone mini dress with sexy cut outs that had a circle rhinestone between her full firm breasts.
After Juliet and Amelia both pointed out to Natasha that the tunic she was wearing was see-through,
widely scalloped and being braless, that they would bet that Natasha would never wear something
like that back in the states. Natasha exclaimed “well this is a tropical island in a warm climate and I
knew we would probably go dancing sometime and it does get hot in the clubs”.

Amelia’s  abbreviated  dress  fitted  perfectly  with  the  warm  tropical  climate  and  the  heated
atmosphere of the disco club, despite the club having an open air design on two sides leading out to
the beach. The halter style dress was very short and barely covered her small tight curvaceous
muscular butt and had an open back and a plunging neckline down to just past her navel with the
rhinestones holding the front together. The semi sheerness and spandex outlined every curve of her
braless breasts revealing the outline of nipples through the fabric. Due to the brevity of the dress,
Amelia selected a black G-string to wear under her dress, as the others did as well.

As with these types of discos, no footwear was allowed.
At th



e entrance, each person was required to put on a bar coded wrist band that the bartenders would
scan with a bar code reader each time a drink was served to an individual, ostentatiously to keep
track of the drinks that were served to them.

The dance floor was crowded, swollen with an erotic jostling of squirming loins and legs and asses.
The bass was so deep and thundering it was more of a primeval thing felt throughout the body
rather than heard, with various lights synchronized to the rhythmic, almost hypnotic sensual beat
that cycled on and on as various songs were smoothly sequined in not knowing when one song ended
and another started.

Extensive bars were set up throughout the club, there were no places to sit, you literally had to
dance your way up to one of the bars to get a drink. The bartenders, mostly female were expert
mixologists and tops in their field and often competed in world competitions exhibiting their deft
handling skills and tricks, besides, you go to a disco to dance and not sit and that was what they did,
in the process downing multiple large drinks each due to their physical exertion of dancing and room
temperature.

Then a slight haze began filtering thru strobing lights. The three recognized the smell of potent
Ganja smoke, only slightly hallucinogenic at this level but after awhile, thick clouds of the Ganja
smoke was billowing from the generating machines.

The disco reminded Juliet and Amelia of more than one Spring Break spent in Cancun with excess
drinking and overt displays of sexual behavior and inhibition and nudity, except this was way more
pronounced with an almost wanton unrestrained expression which made Cancun or any RAVE they
have been to or heard of pale in comparison.

At first the three women stayed together and danced with each other as they mingled with the
dancing swaying densely packed crowd. Then others moved to dance with them, the few men and a
lot of the women slowly separating the three. Each loved dancing–it made her feel so alive, so sexy.
The drinks and the smoke were affecting them as all the others and soon they were swaying and
gyrating with the rest of the crowd.

Each let herself go on the dance floor as they did nowhere else, sensuously writhing hips and butts
with the rhythmic abandon as they let themselves be totally immersed in the hot, urgent throbbing
music, hypnotizing the dancers in their own private fervor of rock ecstasy, pressing against and
pressing back against the close bumping press of swaying bodies regardless of gender, occasionally
feeling light intimate caresses and gently fending off those that attempted to get more intimate
lower…

They all danced with their eyes closed giving in to the primeval nature of the seemingly hypnotic
dances, at times feeling a body pressed tightly against the curves of their bodies, sometimes in front,
more often in back, occasionally being sandwiched from front and rear at the same time. Frequently,
they would all at one time or another feel a breeze and realize that the gyrations had freed and
exposed a breast or breasts, and with eyes still closed, slowly recovered the exposed flesh.

At one point,  Amelia thought she felt  a  tug between her breasts and slowly realized that the
rhinestone ring holding the front of her dress had broken and now her breasts were totally exposed
with no way of securing the two halves together. Before Amelia could muster up the concentration of
her hazy mind altered conscious to figure a solution, a beautiful topless woman with large gorgeous
breasts pulled her close and started grinding and sliding against her breast to breast. Startled at her
first female to female naked body contact but held close by the woman, Amelia realized it felt very
nice, and sensuous, and very, very erotic especially feeling hard nipples grazing across other hard



nipples as she placed her hands on the woman’s hips and reciprocated with like movements.

The dense press of the crowd gradually brought the three within close proximity again but was also
pushing the three women into a very large shallow depression whose floor was covered with a
thickly cushioned rubberized material. At least two dozen dance poles were located in this area.

Foam machines began spray a light scented foam over the crowd slowly wetting everyone, semi-
sheer tops became sheer, sheer tops became transparent.

The dancers progressed from intimately suggestive to erotic sensual with imitation sexual acts and
far more intimate caresses. Ganja smoke continued to billow, as the dance crowd grew wilder and
more uninhibited.

What few blouses were not already deeply unbuttoned were now undone and breasts set free. With
the wild dance gyrations, miniskirts were allowed to creep up and over and expose tight butts and
stay there, short high slit mini-sarongs likewise and widely parted. It was clearly obvious that all the
women in the club were wearing skimpy G-strings and a few thong panties – if they were wearing
anything at all…

The three found themselves inexorably drawn into the mood of the densely packed dancing and
bumping crowd. Gyrating dancers pressed tightly up against the backs of Natasha and Juliet as
multiple roaming female hands caressed their bodies. Natasha did not even feel the last button of
her sheer deeply scalloped tunic being undone at sometime until she felt a pair of soft hot sensuous
hands reach around from behind her and caressed her breasts thru the fabric then gently pull the
deeply open scalloped top down and under her breasts which uplifted them even more and then cup
her bare breasts and hard nipples as she was pulled back into a grinding and bumping body that she
also began to respond in kind, forgetting her reserve, lost in the feeling of the gentle erotic sensuous
caressing and the erotic grinding and bumping of the other woman into her, nor aware that multiple
women took turns.

Juliet also had hands reach from behind and pull the deep plunging V of her dress to either sides of
both breasts totally exposing them and her diamond hard nipples, her breasts of such size and
firmness that it ensured the edges of her parted dress would remain to either side and felt the gentle
sensuous caresses of firm breasts and hardened nipples against her breasts as her colleagues as the
tightly pressed bodies gyrated, bumped, swayed and ground against each other in erotic rhythm.

Suddenly, the dance poles started strobing with light with the pulsing thundering beat, hatches
opened in the sides of the poles and several dildos of all sizes emerged from all sides of each one of
the dance poles and started squirting powerful long streams of white, very stringy and very slick
artificial cum over the dancing swaying crowd which quickly covered all the dancers. The crowd of
women surged toward the dildo dance poles carrying along Juliet, Amelia and Natasha. All three
were amazed at the extremely slick feel of the artificial cum never having felt something as silky
slick as this, plus the stringy qualities of it as they watched thick strands dangle for several inches
before the strands broke.

The three women pushed closer together, each now starting to get slightly uncomfortable on how
uninhibited the crowd was getting, but the affects from the multiple strong tall drinks and the Ganja
severally mitigating their judgment, forgetting that their owns breasts were still totally exposed and
still allowing other dancers to caress and cup their breasts, as well as grind and thrust into them
with hips tightly held, stringy white artificial slick cum covered them completely and dangled off the
ends of their hard nippled breasts in long dangling strands enhancing the extremely erotic and
sensuous feel of the hands sliding along their bodies and caressing them, all the while continuing to



dance.

Soon the three women observed uncountable number of couples throughout the dance floor actually
having standing gyrating intercourse while single women danced with each other and caressed each
other’s bodies, kissed and suckled at hard nipples, the artificial cum was flavored. Even playing with
the stuff as they squeegee the cum off each other’s bodies and then let it dangle and stream back
onto them. Several couples were actually doggy style or cowgirl style on the floor; dancers reached
down and  caressed  the  fucking  couples.  Further  they  observed  large  groups  of  women were
gathered around each one of the dance poles. The three were gradually pushed by the mass of
bodies toward the poles, inadvertently and frequently pushed up against intimate coupling and
caressing couples and trios, feeling their emanating body heat against their own artificial cum
covered bodies. To keep from slipping, they had no choice but to hang onto to dancers and dancers
onto them, with often intimate grips and bare slimy breasts with hardened and occasionally studded
nipples sliding across each other. Despite this, all three fell more than once and in doing so got their
short mini skirts rucked up and got their asses covered in cum as well.

As they neared the poles, they could see why the women were clustered around them: partially
naked and fully naked women were backed up against the poles fucking the dildos! Obviously the
dildos were still squirting artificial cum just not in the powerful jetting arching streams as when they
first emerged from the poles to cover the crowd, as each woman fucking a dildo had streams of cum
running out of her pussy and down her legs forming large puddles. Almost every woman fucking a
dildo was being kissed by another woman sometimes two! Those not being kissed were being
caressed by the women standing in line waiting their turn upon the dildo dance poles. Onward the
mass of bodies pushed them involuntarily closer and closer to the poles, they noted the women in
layered close packed depth and it seemed as they were forced past the layers of women, the more
clothing was shed and/or skin was exposed.

Like the mass of the crowd, they were also feeling the heady effects of the potent ganja smoke and
the many alcoholic drinks they all had freely imbibed, not knowing the drinks were slightly spiked
with ecstasy.

The reason behind the bar coded wrist bands was so the bartenders could track how many spiked
drinks were served to an individual to monitor their Ecstasy intake to keep them at a peak and
knowing when to just serve them an un-spiked drink so they will not ingest too much E.

As they were inexorably pulled deeper into the crowd of women and closer to the dildo dance poles,
they were forcefully pressed tightly against hot flushed bodies in various stages of disrobing and
nudity. With everyone covered and soaked with artificial cum, body pressing against body, strange
hands tugging at their clothing in an attempt to remove them. Juliet’s deep plunge dress had slid
completely off one shoulder and she had to continually to gently resist having both shoulders pulled
down around her waist and she knew if that happened, nothing would prevent the dress from falling
off. All the surrounding women dancers were now topless and dancing with each other breast-to-
breast and sliding their naked flushed slick and slimy skin against skin! Dancers took turns with the
three and at times Juliet, Amelia and Natasha pressed and slid their topless bodies against each
other, eyes half closed watching the other.

All three women were feeling a sensual and erotic flush and a deepening arousal in their loins like
having an itch that you can’t scratch hard enough to get relief. Deeper into the near naked and
naked crowd of women they also began to feel increasingly frequent feather light sensuous and very
intimate caressing being fostered onto each one of them that became more intimate the deeper in
the crowd they got with women all around kissing each other and then turning to kiss another as
they openly fondled each other. All three gently fended off such oral advances but in the end several



times all three unresistingly had mouths planted on mouths with darting, swirling tongues, and lips
and edges of mouths probed with darting tongues, not to mention numerous gentle searching fingers
lower down. Each of them had more than one intimate penetrating encounter they were not able to
fend off due to the press of bodies and helpless to prevent due to the stringy and very slick cum, the
short mini skirts they all wore with G-string panties, the dense press of bodies keeping their very
short mini-skirts continuously rucked well up on their asses and the close press of bodies preventing
any swatting or dancing away from searching probing hands. Additionally, they themselves could not
prevent their hands from making low intimate contact as the dancers swayed and brushed against
each other as a good many were now completely naked or had short dresses pulled up above waists
and no panties.

Natasha had her hand gently pulled lower and lower and in the moment of the close pressing
contact and caught up in the sensual slimy dance did not immediately realize that her dance partner
at the time had succeeded in placing Natasha’s hand between her slightly spread slick legs and
against her slick pussy and was doing a slow grind against it as she clung tightly to Natasha’s
exposed breasts and Natasha to her naked body. Only when her dance partner locked lips tightly
with Natasha’s lips and gave her a longer deeper kiss and loudly moaned into her mouth did she
realize the woman was grinding her slick wet pussy against her hand and orgasming!

An extremely gorgeous blonde woman in her late twenties with very beautiful firm uptilted breasts
took a strong interest in Juliet. Juliet herself was in awe of the beauty of the woman and her perky,
full and very firm breasts that had nipples that tilted skywards accented even more by the blue sheer
ribbon lace-up camisole she still wore but was now removing.

Juliet and the beautiful blonde danced tightly together as they slid their sensuously slick bodies
against each other and took alternating turns being in back and front and caressing each other. Only
at the last moment did Juliet slowly realized she was being herded backwards toward the dildo
dance pole as the woman held tightly to her and slid her breasts up and down against Juliet’s and
then locked lips with her as she pushed Juliet up against the pole and Juliet felt a large squirting
dildo ride up the cleft of her ass cheeks and liberally coat her ass cheeks with very warm stringy
white slick cum and which ran off in streams. Her dance partner continued to alternately pull and
then push Juliet against the pole trying to get a dildo inserted. Juliet tried to gently pull away but the
woman push gently back and Juliet felt the squirting dildo hit her G-string pussy and slide along her
pussy and then slide between her legs, her partner pulled her back and again she gently pushed
Juliet back and this time Juliet felt the slick artificial cum covered dildo push directly against her
tight anus, the thin G string was of no hindrance as the dildo head had slid it aside and she felt a
heated powerful jet of the cum directly against her anus and the felt another stream shoot up inside.

Startled to her senses by the feeling of the heated stream shooting up into her rectum and how close
she came to having a large dildo forced into her, no less her ass!, Juliet broke away from the woman
who gave her a big grin and immediately turned to another.

Looking around she saw Amelia fixing to get in the same predicament, as she and her dance partner
obliviously ground their pussies on each other’s thrusting fingers. Juliet slid over to her and pulled
her away from her disappointed nude partner. Then they spotted Natasha in a clutching deep, hard
bump and grind with another equally nude woman and they pulled her away.

Another series of strobes lit off and spotlights came on the two walls of the disco.

Thinking they could not be more shocked at the blatant behaviors, they observed four wide doors
open and four rodeo mechanical bucking bulls slid out – with disbelief they saw that the machines
had thick ten-inch dildos mounted on them! They observed the machines not only moved but the



dildos thrust up and down and repeatedly squirted powerful jetting streams of the artificial cum
everyone was covered in! The other two machines were even wilder for the more adventurous as
these had double headed dildos that alternately thrust up and down and both ends squirted! Quickly
lines formed at all four machines, which did not even diminish the crush of women around the dildo
dance poles!

With incredulous disbelief, they watched women remove their G-Strings and thongs, if they were
even still wearing any, and several semi-nude women stripped completely and then all four climbed
on top of the bulls and impaled themselves on the squirting dildos!

Each of the bulls was operated by a controller who started the machines gently bucking and slowly
twirling back and forth. They also took cues from the women riders and the crowd cheering them on
enthusiastically.  Natasha, Juliet and Amelia saw facial expressions of orgasmic bliss as copious
amounts of artificial cum squirted out of their impaled bodies as they madly rode the gently bucking
and dildo thrusting bulls, wildly cheered on by the sexual euphoria near naked and naked crowd.

Juliet out of the corner of her eye caught several small groups of partially nude and nude women
circling the dancing and coupling partners with large long dildos in their hands and thrusting them
at unprotected and unsuspecting pussies and asses, and they were gradually moving their way! The
caressing and grouping and even a little intimate and discrete finger play was okay to this point but
not this and not by a bunch of strange women in a public crowd, no matter how gorgeous they all
looked!

The dildos all had small heads but quickly widened to beyond normal human penis size. With the
small heads, this practically guaranteed that when thrust it would easily slip past the thin narrow
strip of thong or G string panties and into vaginal or anal openings, women who were not wearing
panties and most were not at this time, had no chance at all, especially remembering that all were
covered with the artificial cum!

Juliet got the attention of the other two who were still staring at the mechanical rodeo bulls as a
third set of women were mounting up and pointed at the predatory women, with a quick look at each
other,  they pressed themselves  into  a  gripping huddle  and started to  make their  way off  the
cushioned dance floor pit.

Natasha had pulled her cum covered completely see thru tunic back up over her breasts but did not
bother to button it. Juliet had pulled hers from the sides of her breasts and back around but the
groping caressing crowd kept on puling it off to the sides. Amelia was flat out of luck since her
rhinestone clasp was broken and the top half of her dress had slid down to her waist leaving her
completely topless as she fought to at least keep it from falling off or pulled off by the groping crowd
completely.

Mostly they were successful holding on to each other and slowly making their way outwards when
Natasha slipped and then tripped over a protruding leg from two women riding each other with a
double-ended dildo and went down pulling Juliet along with her. By now the floor was covered with
at least an inch of the artificial cum that the entire dancing, swaying crowd was totally covered with
including themselves. Due to the close press and bumping of the dancing crowd and the extremely
slippery cum, it was with slow difficulty that both rose to their hands and knees, breasts exposed on
both women.

Natasha slowly  got  to  her  hands  and knees,  mini-skirt  well  rucked upon her  hips  completely
revealing her small tight muscular ass and prepared to push her way up from the pressing crowd
when she felt a dildo thrust at her.



Before she could even fully comprehend the action and what it was, the cum covered slick dildo was
past her G- string and into her pussy!

Juliet saw the look of shock and saw the mouth open but could not hear the shriek due to the music
but still the facial expressions froze her in place as a body swayed away partly and could then see
what was happening.

This momentarily pause was also Juliet’s undoing as another woman had slipped behind her and
thrust a dildo at her with similar results!

The crushing bumping press of bodies momentarily prevented both Natasha and Juliet from turning
or rising to escape and both had to endure several penetrating thrusts that went deeper with each
thrust! As Juliet looked on, Natasha’s face took on, if possible, a more shocked expression when
Natasha felt another dildo at her tightly clenched virginal ass trying to push its way in and then let
out another unheard shriek as the tip suddenly slide past her tight anal ring and penetrated three
inches before the width stopped further easy progression inwards. Frozen by the sensations of two
dildos impaling her, Natasha’s mouth dropped open as the two dildos alternately began thrusting in,
being ass fucked for the first  time in her life and instantly realizing both were going deeper!
Suddenly the press of the dancing swaying bodies pushed the two assaulting women away.

Amelia had managed to stay in the vicinity but was trapped by two dancing, highly inebriated and
gorgeous, semi-nude silicone voluptuous statuesque women clinging and grinding front and back to
her.  Amelia literally found herself  in a vertical  sandwich between the two and unable to help
Natasha and Juliet. Moreover, Amelia began to be forcibly finger fucked by both – the one in front
had three fingers furiously jacking in and out of her pussy while the one in the rear was doing
exactly that – one long finger was buried deep in her ass and was jack hammering in and out! Amelia
was literally skewered and in her own intoxicated state could not breakaway from the unwanted
embrace and finger fucking of the two women. Amelia felt her knees grow weak from the furious
front and back onslaught, actually sagging onto both thrusting hands as an impending orgasm
threaten to wreck havoc.

The shifting bumping press of bodies pushed the two assaulting women away from Natasha and
Juliet allowing them to get to their feet. Spotting Amelia seemingly sagging onto the hands of two
women, they pulled Amelia out of the sexual clutch she was trapped in and they continued their
slipping and sliding way out of the sexually euphoric and near naked and naked massive crowd.

Next day they women discussed in clinical detail as only researchers can of their experiences of the
night  before.  All  three  rationalized  they  could  easily  see  how bi-sexual  tendencies  or  just  to
experiment with it can emerge in such a setting, especially with all the beautiful and gorgeous
women and the exotic tropical location, and how it could easily be characterized as a normal, even
natural reaction in this type of setting and the overpowering stimulus. But this did not explain the
victims. All three agreed something else must have powerfully reinforced the persistent bi-sexual
tendency  that  all  the  victims strongly  exhibited  and that  does  not  even explain  the  bestiality
tendencies that all  victims also started exhibiting afterwards. Unspoken, was there own almost
uninhibited behaviors and how all three let themselves almost get carried away, all three confused
how they got caught up in the moment, actually enjoying all the sensuous caressing by the other
women, even the finger fucking each had experienced more than once by more than one person and
how each of them almost had responded in kind, except for Amelia who did, the Ganja was a part of
it but not knowing of the Ecstasy spiked drinks that all the club goers imbibed.

They all agreed it would be a couple nights before they went back to the disco and would be
extremely cautious the next time and cut back on the drinks.



The next  morning after  an early  breakfast,  the  three researchers  headed up the flank of  the
mountain, intending to cross over and search their way down the other side to the beach.

Several times evidence was seen of something large that had passed though the trails but could not
determine what it was. Coming upon a high cliff about two thousand feet up overlooking the resort
and the beach, again they could see something large had pressed down the tall grass as if lain in, but
for the first time they saw a faint outline of a large footprint that they measured at 18 inches from
toe to heel! The sent of Plumeria was in the air, however none of the three had seen any of the
tropical flowers during their hike. From this vantage point they could also look into several isolated
coves where they could see small groups of people or couples swimming and tanning, most topless
and some nude.

Following a trail that showed similar markings of something large passing that way, they meandered
down to one of the farthest isolated coves that were devoid of visitors. By this time it was just after
lunch and they decided to stop in the cove to rest and cool off. They ate their lunches and shucked
off their hiking shorts and jungle blouses revealing their swimsuits underneath. Juliet and Amelia
looked at each other and unspoken both removed their bikini tops. Seeing this, Natasha muttered
under her breath and walked down for a swim.

A faint movement in the distant foliage line past the beach caught Juliet’s’ eye and she stood for
some time looking in that direction through the shimmering heat waves.

She thought she had seen something large and strained to detect any movement that she could
among the trees and shrubs but began to think it was the shimmering heat waves. Minutes passed
and when nothing else moved Juliet sat down next to Natasha and Amelia and stretched out to catch
some rays.

The concealed creatures wriggled out from under the thick leaf litter and slid quietly toward the
women. He also smelled the females scent, so powerful were there senses.

By now all three women had laid down to get in some tanning and rest after their strenuous hike and
before long all three were dozing in the sun and the gentle tropical breezes, lulled by the sounds of
the waves quietly hissing up on to the beach.

The pleasant scent of plumeria flowers wafted through the air and then…

Amelia opened her eyes when she felt a shadow fall across her and shrieked to high heavens!

Humanoid in appearance, averaging eight feet in height and 400 pounds of tightly corded muscled
bodies, covered all over with short very fine hair that felt slick and silky smooth to the touch. The
fine dense hair was so short it did not hinder the sight of ripped muscles throughout the torso, legs
and arms. Not unpleasant in appearance but the body mass and facial features made them appear
aggressive and fearsome with large clear, bright emerald green eyes.

After their initial shock at seeing the huge quiet creatures standing over them, Natasha let out a
loud gasp of shock as her eyes fixated on the fearsome weapon that hung between their legs because
weapon was the only thing it could be. Her loud gasp refocused the attention of the other two and a
low, drawn out, barely uttered “Oh My Gawd” could be heard.

14 inches in length, as big around as a women’s fist, overall the humongous cocks appeared to be
the length and width of a horse’s cock, just not quite as long…barely!

An almost normal size but much larger human looking pink cock head, but the shaft behind the cock



head widened to horse width proportions, with large dangling pink skinned testicle sacks the size of
bulls!

Each one of the three creatures with lightening reflexes snatched each one of the women and placed
them upon their broad muscular shoulders and trotted back up the beach to the foliage line. Natasha
had the misfortune having her legs thrown over the creatures back with her head dangling down the
front of his broad muscular torso. Her eyes target locked onto the grossly oversized and humongous
genitals, fear and trembling set in as she was unable to tear her gaze away the entire time she was
carried to her destination with the others. Only after the three were being carried away did they
realize the scent of plumeria was coming from the creatures skin. Also they realized the body
temperature of  these creatures was considerably  much higher than a  human.  Juliet,  the most
rational of the three at this point guessed it must be about 118 degrees F.

Shortly the creatures and their captives came into a small clearing with short dense grass that was
almost like a soft carpet and they stopped and put their captives down. The creature’s appearances
conveyed an image of an aggressive animal to be feared, so when the creature that had captured
and carried Juliet began to sniff at her hair and stroke her hairless face with long thick tactile soft
fingers, Juliet was surprised by his gentleness. Slowly she relaxed and allowed the creature to fondle
her arms, breasts and abdomen. Juliet kept her long legs firmly crossed at the ankles as the creature
kept fondling her naked breasts. Amelia was closely watching what Juliet was doing because clearly
Natasha was on the edge of screaming hysteria and knew that if Natasha cut loose so would she, so
Amelia followed what Juliet was doing.

“NO! Please let me go”

Natasha pleaded.

But the only hold that the creature had on her was her own lack of willpower to move. Rape was a
concept that the creatures didn’t understand, persistence was. Had the three women moved away
they would have followed until they surrendered or got within distance of other people but they
wouldn’t force them to submit.

“Let me go,” Natasha yelled as she snatched her arm away from the huge hand and the movement
was so violent that she stumbled and fell.

“No don’t, let go of me Arrr, don’t…do …that,” Natasha tried to roll away from the hands only to
collide with the adjacent creature holding and exploring Amelia… “Let…me…up,” she panted but no
matter which way she moved she was blocked by one of the creatures.

One of the creatures disappeared into the foliage and came back several minutes later carrying a
small quantity of dried vegetation and small dried sticks. Thunderstruck, the three women watched
as the creatures started a fire by friction by rapidly twirling a stick between his palms against a pile
of tender, stunned by the intelligence level of this creatures, not even the smartest lab chimpanzee
knew or grasped the concept of fire. Instantly they categorized these creatures as some type of sub
or proto human and may be even more dangerous than they thought! Then the creature that started
the fire went to the edge of the clearing and in a few more minutes came back with a large shredded
pile of vegetation, which he then put on top of the small fire, which began to smolder. At the first
whiff, all three recognized the smell of Ganja. The creatures then stood behind each one of the
women and with gentle but strong pressure, they were all made to kneel in a circle with their heads
almost touching above the smoldering fire. With the creatures kneeling behind and holding their
hips in place, the three had no choice but to inhale.



For several minutes that was all they were forced to do but kneel on hand and knees with their faces
in  the  billowing  clouds  of  Ganja  smoke.  With  mounting  horror  they  realized  how quickly  the
hallucinogenic smoke was affecting them, having been sensitized to it the night before at the disco,
could  feel  their  inhibitions  quietly  slipping away despite  their  horrendous situation,  then with
incredulous shock begin to feel the first stirrings of intense sexual arousal.

Natasha was the first to feel the creature’s large hot hairless pink and strangely smooth palms and
finger tips begin to feather lightly caress her lower back.

“Oooooh don’t, NO! Get your hands off me, don’t! Nooooooo!

Oh please, please leave me alone, please” she begged then her complaints tapered off and she began
to almost hyperventilate, inadvertently inhaling more of the billowing hallucinogenic smoke into her
respiratory system as the creature continued his gentle ministrations.

“Please I, I don’t want…..toooo,” then as Juliet and Amelia watched, the creature behind Natasha
lowered a hand and Natasha’s knee was gently lifted, then the other, and her knees appeared to
splay apart. The creatures continued their ministrations on each of them and similarly, like Natasha,
were gently made to splay their knees widely apart.

The creatures were continuing to caress all three of them but their hot palms and fingertips were
slowly moving lower and lower down their backs until they were gliding in circles on top of their
buttocks. Of course, the brief Rio cut bikini bottoms they were wearing left most of their buttocks
bare and each felt the incredibly hot hands against their asses. Each woman was watching each
other and what the creatures were doing to each of them, then Juliet and Amelia saw the creature
behind Natasha glide  his  hands  on  the  sides  of  Natasha’s  hips  and slowly  circled  his  palms,
inexorably gradually loosening the bikini strings ties. Similarly they felt the creatures begin to do the
same gentle rubbing ministrations along their hips akin to a massage with tender hands but both
were engrossed with watching Natasha and what “her” creature was doing to her and severally
experiencing the effects of the Ganja despite the adrenaline racing through each of them. Natasha
felt her bikini bottom fall away and immediately felt the heat from the creature intensify as the
creature moved closer to her, then could feel the tremendous body heat against her bare pussy. Like
other women her age, Natasha had all her hair removed by laser except for a small decorative
landing strip above her pussy. Juliet and Amelia suddenly felt heat against their own groins and
suddenly realized that they had not felt their own bikini bottoms fall off, so caught up in watching
Natasha and “her” creature and the heady effects of the smoke!

The creature kneeling behind Natasha began to raise and lower himself against her body and her
now widely splayed legs, all her erogenous zones bare and open to the hot massive body pressed
against her.

“NO..No nooooo…”

Juliet and Amelia watched with mounting horror as the creature’s massive member hardened and
began to creep out over Natasha’s buttocks emerging toward and then over her tailbone, starting to
show the evidence of it’s true enormous length. The look of horror on their faces drove Natasha into
panic as she could only feel the humongous massive organ start slowly and repeatedly sliding up and
down – up between the cleft of her parted buttocks, that the other two could see, Natasha imagining
in her mind as the size of a baseball bat.

Close!

The creature pulled back from Natasha to the point where the cock tip of his massive organ was now



rubbing directly between the parted buttocks and glided down to Natasha’s pussy, likewise the same
was happening to Juliet and Amelia.

Natasha let out a loud and long plaintive cry of “Noooooo…..” that slowly died to a whisper and
whimpers…

They each felt a heated cock tip glide over their tightly puckered anal entrances and then glide
across their own hairless pussies.

Once, twice, three times the cock tips gently glided over their anuses and pussies, each feeling the
steel hard and ribbed textures of the massive organs, all three tightly clenching pussies and asses to
prevent the intended violation of their bodies. But on the fourth sliding pass, each felt the furrow of
her labia lips openly part in reaction to the caressing, sliding motion of the extremely hot cock tips
and ribbed shafts.

SQUIRT!

All three women jumped but were held fast in place, feeling a hot powerful jet of 118-degree liquid
heat squirt against their pussies and anuses.

Powerful jets of the liquid heat continued squirting onto exposed and bare vaginal areas and anuses,
they felt a powerful tingle swept thru their loins upon the liquid contact as the extremely potent and
fast acting lubricating sexual hormone stimulant started making their bodies react involuntarily.

And then it felt like an intense fire of sexual heat had erupted on their genitals as blood was
instantly diverted from other parts of their bodies, then suffused and swelled the groins and vaginal
area with the diverted flow. Adrenaline and sex hormone glands went into instant hyper-drive
overproduction dumping massive quantities of adrenaline and sex hormones into their systems, each
woman feeling the unbelievable swelling of their reproductive and sexual organs to enlarged states
way beyond any normal human conception. Intense, unbelievable levels of sexual arousal beyond any
human experience surged through their bodies, each one could feel their labia lips swell to fullness
like never before and openly part of their own volition exposing their vaginal openings, as each
experienced a sexual libido way beyond any human experience.

Their swollen, distended heated labia lips visibly pulsating had spread apart like the petals of a
flower exposing their tight vaginal entrances. Their clitorises were also swollen way beyond normal
proportions and became hypersensitive, plainly standing out and visibly throbbing with each beat of
their pulsing blood.

Then each in turn felt a powerful 118-degree jet of the potent lubricating sexual hormone stimulant
directly  against  their  vaginal  openings;  in  microseconds  the  liquid  had  the  vaginal  muscles
involuntarily  contracting  in  repeated  powerful  contractions.  Hot  jets  penetrated  the  rapidly
contracting vaginal openings and each one of the women felt like a hot liquid cock was fucking their
pussies though no actual penetration by the massive cocks had yet occurred!

Similarly, but to a lesser extent, the hot jetting fluid had previously coated their exposed anuses that
were revealed on all three women when they were pushed onto their hands and knees and made to
splay their knees apart, parting their tight muscular curvaceous butt cheeks. Intense feelings of
arousal were made known to all three emanating from these exposed intimate areas as well, two of
them having previously and more than once participating in this other form of sexual intercourse.
Natasha was not one of them except with the brief dildo penetration of the night before and really
did not get a real full penetrating fuck and her growing horror was almost outstripping the growing
pleasure of arousal in this area but pleasure quickly won.



Each look under and saw rivulets of precum flowing in a steady stream off her pussy, off her visibly
throbbing protruding clit, the thickly ribbed members slid thru their opened and parted labia clefts,
over clitorises and then back down bumping their clitorises and inflaming desires to a pitch each had
never before experienced by the physical feel of this enormous penis and the potent hyper-sexual
stimulant that the penises was spreading over their genitalia.

Their disbelieving eyes intently focused on the long massive invaders seesawing back and forth
through the parted labia clefts and up and across their hard protruding throbbing clitorises, the cock
tips reaching their navels before sliding backwards to begin again and each felt continuous hot
tingles in her erogenous zones. The cocks, they were sooo long, and oh sooo thick – disbelieving the
proportions the cocks had now swollen to: extremely longer and thicker than any of dildos each had
or ever tried!

But it didn’t take more than several seconds of distracted thoughts of the intense unbelievable
pleasurable feeling of the hot 118 degree fluid jetting against them for the massive cocks to find the
entrances to their glistening, ready pulsating entrances. Despite their involuntary arousal, each one
of the women was startled at the first prodding nudge of the human looking but larger than normal
tapered penis tip. One by one each felt the tip of the cock slide between her openly parted flared
labial folds with ease and become stopped at the initial outer penetration of their tight vaginal
entrances when the rapidly widening thickness of the cocks slowed and then stopped it!

Each was shocked into being stationary motionless, feeling as if just the tip of a massive hot spurting
dildo was suddenly thrust into her.

Tight vaginal entrances were strained, as they didn’t want to stretch enough to allow the 31/2 plus
inch wide shafts of the creature’s cock to enter.

Each creature knew what to do and put some more effort and shifted his hips into her body. All three
women moaned loudly that threatened to turn into cries as their vaginal entrances were slowly
forced open and the hot massive cocks slowly but gently forced its way into each pussy about 4
inches.

Their breaths went out of them in a loud involuntarily WHOOSH! upon the massive invasions.

Each of them could feel every slow hot quarter inch advance deeper as the almost 14 inch long thick
ribbed organ that was visibly swelling to an even greater girth began to slide deeper into each of
them with gentle repeated thrusts that eased a little more in with each thrust. Low guttural moans
escaped their lips as it was slowly buried deep inside.

In 6 inches 118 degree precum squirting, back out to the tip,  then 8 inches eased in precum
squirting, back out to the tip, then slowly back in to 9 inches, 10, 11 inches, then gentle but shallow
persistent thrusts as each felt a squirting cock tip repeatedly touch their cervix’s and felt their
swollen cervix’s began to dilate…

The smoothness with which the two only distantly related species had coupled was amazing, as each
of the women involuntarily at first started rocking back and forth onto the cocks, which were still
slowly swelling in girth.

Slowly at first and then with increasing intensity, a behavior their species shared then set in -that
being the rhythmic thrusting method of copulation of both species. Swollen outer and inner labium’s
tightly clung to the massive organs as it was pumped in and out. The fucking was very human in
duration and surprisingly tender, the cocks were now somewhat but still not easily, being plunged
into them, which further increased the passion as the hot members slowly pistoned into powerfully



contracting pussies, almost withdrawing then plunging deep into their tight rhythmical contracting
depths.

Natasha placed the cheek of her face against Juliet’s, the pounding thrusts sliding their cheeks
together, and after a moment, as one they turned and locked lips and fenced with entwining swirling
tongues. Juliet reached with one hand and dislodged Natasha’s diamond hard nippled tanned breasts
from her micro bikini top to join her colleague’s bare breasts that were swaying in rhythm with the
pounding thrusts. Each of the three exchanging sensuous kisses. The tempo was picked up by all
involved as each coupling pair both tried to meet each other’s thrust.

Loud,  squishing,  sucking  fucking  noises  emanated  from  massive  thrusting  cocks  and  tight
contracting pussies  as  all  three women unabashedly  moaned loudly  with  their  pleasure.  Their
pussies pulsed as they shuddered and all three now pushed themselves onto swollen members,
craving, for every single inch of spurting cock to be inside her. Now the creatures were the ones
being fucked as all three women reciprocated their fucking by engulfing as much of the wonderful
cocks and fucking it as lustily as each possibly could.

Feeling a swelling protuberance banging against their vaginal entrances, like a ball trying to be
forced  in,  several  thrusts  later  and  with  a  thrust  back  by  all  three,  it  passed  through  and
simultaneously they felt the deeply embedded cock tips push their cervical entrances and up into the
uterine tunnel and advance deep up into their wombs, finally, 14 full massive inches were gently
sawing in and out of each woman as the thrusting again very, very slowly picked up tempo and as
more and more cock was withdrawn with loud sucking noises and then thrust back in with loud
squishing noises.

The massive cocks were now thrusting deeply in and out of their wombs, powerfully stimulating
their wombs; amazingly the shafts were still slowly swelling in girth, gaining another inch to 41/2
inches! The three impaled women now feeling the hot ejaculating precum deep within, feeling not
only the massive thrusting organ but a building pressure of fluid akin to a water balloon being slowly
filled inside their  wombs,  which combined will  soon culminate into intense powerful  first  ever
uterine orgasms for each of them.

Then they became aware of a swelling to huge proportions at the inside entrance of their pussies
and exerting tremendous pressure against their G-Spots. In their depravity, it felt wonderful, a hot
hard fleshy bulge swelling to immense proportions, swelling to the size of a grapefruit that they
ground against with lust, feeling it press against their sensitive G-Spots, feeling powerful hot jets
squirting far and deeper into their bodies, a hot filling warmth developing.

The women loudly moaned un-abashedly and rocked their hips and asses into the wonderful cocks,
feeling huge bulges grind away at their G-Spots, feeling heavy balls slap against hard protruding
sensitive clitorises, reveling in the jets of hot pre-cum that continued to spurt inside them.

The huge creatures held onto their waists, content to let the lustful women do her job and wring
every last bit of fluid out of their cocks and into their wombs.

It feels so powerful!

Yes. Ohhhhh. . .

I can feel him squirting like a firehose!

Ohhhh, Soooo HOT!



He is shooting into my womb!

GAWD he is in so deep!

The women lost in the throes of passion and pleasure had mistakenly thought the creatures were
ejaculating into them…!

The tips of their members repeatedly flexed upwards two inches from the force of each of the
powerful explosive pre-ejaculations erupting from the tips.
All three deeply moaned each time they felt the tips moving deep within them and then again from
the hot pre-cum blasting onto, then rebounding off the walls of their wombs, triggering their first
ever uterine orgasms.

The hot pre-cum was exploding deep into their  wombs like a fire hose squirting hot water in
powerful pulses; they could feel each jet of cum hitting the walls of their wombs. It seemed endless.
They could feel their pussies and wombs swelling even further from the inside, suffused with the
blood rushing from other parts of her body to their sexual and reproductive organs as well as from
the immense quantity of adrenaline and sexual hormones being dump into their systems, triggered
by the furiously intense fucking, and from the copious quantity of fluid being ejaculated into them.
The grapefruit size bulge kept the cock and pre-cum locked inside their pussies. There was nowhere
for it to go.

Suddenly  and  almost  simultaneously  all  three  women were  overwhelmed by  the  most  intense
repeated body racking earth shattering shuddering multiple orgasms they had ever experienced and
loudly screamed with ecstasy as the triple whammy of uterine, G-Spot and clitoral orgasms overtook
them which triggered each one of the creatures into their own powerful orgasms.

Suddenly all three women felt a surge thru the long lengths of the cocks embedded in them, felt a
large bulge slowly travel up the lengths of the cocks toward the cock tip then felt an incredible
pressure as the cock head flared inside their wombs and expand four times it’s normal size, locking
it tightly within. Then each felt the bulge reach their respective deeply embedded cock tips and felt
the head flare even more – then an incredible amount of 118 degree cum explosively shot directly
into their wombs with a powerful force, felt copious hot cum shooting into them, blasting the walls of
their wombs, instantly triggering in each another very vocal earth shattering orgasm, their wombs
filling  and  swelling.  Each  felt  her  pussy  and  womb filled  to  what  seemed never  ending,  the
increasing fluid pressure combined with her blood and hormone swollen sexual and reproductive
organs causing a slight discomfort.

These powerful ejaculations last for five full minutes, filling their wombs completely and visibly
distending their once flat taut muscular abdomens from the volume. Finally after each thought she
was going to explode from the fluid pressure, the creatures copious ejaculations diminished but did
not quite stop as each could feel an occasional surge, cock twitch and then a jet of hot cum erupt
inside them

The grapefruit size bulges swollen inside the entrances of the vaginas begin to shrink and after
another five minutes, the creatures started slowly tugging on the still quite sizeable bulges: first one
slanted edge of the bulge very slowly edged out side ways, then the other side slowly edged out and
then the still massively swollen cocks very slowly slithered forth with loud prolonged schlepping
noises, then the still flared tips begin to emerge flared just like a horse’s penis and momentarily
hanging up in the vaginal entrances, then slowly eased out as they were gently tugged out with
repeated small tugs, revealing flared cock heads the size of a large orange, all three cocks still
slightly ejaculating, leaving their vaginas gaping open from the size of their members but also from



the pressure of the volume of cum now gushing explosively out of her pussy in a torrential waterfall.

The creatures ejaculated cum in a quantity more than any known earth species – full three quarts!
They also had the unbelievable capability to rapidly and repeatedly reproduce the same enormous
quantity of cum in a few minutes as benefited a multi-orgasmic species.

Their formerly taut abdomens were visibly distended from the volume and were slowly returning to
its original flat  taut muscular definitions.  As cum continued to pour out in torrents,  each was
moaning gently from the feeling of the hot liquid emerging. Their swollen distended labia lips were
opened like petals of a flower and pulsating slowly. Each contraction squirted cum out in an arching
stream as  each  experienced  a  final  very  vocal  earth  shattering  orgasm from the  outpouring
sensations.

~~~~

Part II

Though all three had been thoroughly and royally fucked senseless like none of them had ever before
or ever will again experience, all three were still experiencing bouts of inflamed arousal and desire
assisted by the creatures secreted hormones that acted as a physical stimulant as well as a powerful
aphrodisiac…

Natasha rose back to her hands and knees and backed up against the creature that had not moved
from his kneeling position behind her after fucking her and gently starting lowering and then raising
her buttocks, caressing his semi-hard member up and down through her parted ass cheeks, in
moments the creatures cock was just as hard before and started jetting pre-cum again. Natasha
moved her ass to position the cock head against her tightly clenched anus, moving her ass in little
motions so the cock head circled her anal opening, pre-cum jetting against her anal entrance further
stimulating it, Natasha froze and loudly moaned out as she felt hot 118 degree powerful jets of
hormonal sexual stimulant precum jet again and again directly into her anal entrance and surge
deep up into  her.  Instantly  her  anal  muscles  started powerful  involuntary  contractions,  which
intensified as more powerful jets of precum were injected past her convulsing tight anal ring. Her
thighs flexed her butt back as she felt the jetting tip probe her entrance, she gently pushed back
with increasing pressure until the tip began to enter, now feeling a pulsing flood of hot precum
jetting directly and deeply up into her rectum…

It gave her a swirling zeal of pleasure, surging up from her clenched opening into her abdomen.
Natasha wedged onto his swelling thickness and felt her anus start to open to accept his member,
his member again growing thicker as the deeper it got. Her anus was rhythmically contracting
powerfully from the hormonal secretions, the repeated contractions slowly drawing him in, inch by
inch, just by involuntary muscular contraction alone as it stretched against his now thickly swelling
shaft, then her muscles and inflamed passion just went wild, and she started slowly thrusting back,
driving herself further and further down onto his very long and very thick member.

Natasha felt her tight anal ring repeatedly expand and then contract with each bump of the ribbed
shaft, akin to a studded dildo, as it rippled in and out of her tight ass and passage

Juliet and Amelia were astounded that Miss Anal Virgin Princess Bitch had initiated anal sex with the
creature, let alone the size of the massive cock that she was wantonly trying to jam herself on as the
creature kneeled motionless behind her, but neither could they deny the own stirrings in there own
nether regions.

Juliet and Amelia looked at each other and rose to their hands and knees and backed up against



their own creatures, both whom had not moved from their kneeling positions behind the two women
and started to caresses the semi-hard members up and down through their own parted ass cheeks …

Soon, Natasha realized she had taken in almost 14 inches of his length comfortably. A shaky breath
escaped her lips, and soon she felt him start to withdraw, slowly and deliberately. Looking up at
Juliet and Amelia, she saw both of them engaged in getting cock heads into their tight convulsing
anal entrances.

Natasha felt her creature’s tempo slowly build and a tingly feeling began in her swollen and hyper
sensitive clitoris and deep within her rectum, then spreading warmth throughout her body signaling
yet another orgasm. Her breathing became quicker, each breath raspier, more labored and louder,
much louder as her arousal grew.

The incredible feeling in her clitoris, inside her vagina and deep within her ass was excruciating.
She wanted to explosively orgasm. Her pussy contracted involuntarily, clutching, grasping in time
with her anal contractions.

She gasped again and then began rhythmically breathing in and out in time with the thrusts. The
creature filled her in a delicious deep
way; size and ribbed shaft creating a delicious friction and extreme fullness against the walls of her
ass, while her outer anal ring gripped his pistoning cock in a rippling pulsating tight intimate
embrace.

Incredibly, she felt his cock growing even larger inside her, increasing the  friction. Her delirium
mounted as another countless orgasm exploded in her brain and aftershocks reverberated through
her nervous system and racked her shuddering body.

She was close to fainting from the onslaught her body was enduring and craving at the same time.
Despite the width and length, she started to feel her addictive senses reawaken within her, causing
her body to heat up further, her walls to become tighter and cause more secretions. In doing so, he
began to move like a jackhammer, grunting slightly with each quickening thrust, her heavy firm
breasts swaying with each pounding thrust. She bit her bottom lip to stifle a loud shout, and relaxed
beneath the creature, allowing him to exploit every inch of her, as she rubbed her clit bringing
herself to the brink of orgasm.

He suddenly thrust hard into her, pushing himself as close as he could to her. She could feel the
bulge forming inside her, a slight tremble ran through her body remembering the feel and size of
how big it had gotten inside her vagina – the size of a grapefruit, the beginnings of doubt and the
edge of fear started emerging, then she felt the creatures hips shake, his head tilted up as he let out
a low moan. She knew with anticipation what was to come, and soon she felt the thick long shaft in
her clinging tightness start to powerfully pulse, feel the progression of a thick bulge pass through
the tight anal ring and felt every inch of travel as the bulge moved up toward the cock tip, then felt
an even more incredible pressure than she had previously felt in her womb previously as the cock
head flared deep inside rectum and expand four times it’s normal size, then felt the bulge reach the
deeply embedded cock tip and felt the head flare even more as he started exploding his 118 degree
load, in hot shuddering blasts from his powerfully lurching member driving away and banishing any
thought of the immense growing proportions of the bulge swelling inside her.

She felt the hot bubbling gushes deep inside her. She shuddered and started to scream, louder and
louder with each mind numbing contraction and each powerful eruption of his cock deep within her,
filling her as before with an enormous amount of hot cum, throwing her over the edge into her own
earth shattering body racking screaming orgasm. As wave after wave of pure exhilaration washed



over and through her she slipped into a world not experienced before. All senses slowed down to a
state of slow motion.

For a full 5 minutes he continued to pump her full, she felt each powerful hot ejaculation deep within
her, the hot volume building into an incredible pleasurable pressure and deep spreading warmth.

Natasha looked up and stared at the expressions on Juliet and Amelia faces.

By the look on their faces, she knew both were now experiencing the bulges forming inside their
rectums, seeing visible trembles running through their bodies as they also remembered the feel and
size of how big it had gotten inside their vaginas, the beginning visual displays of doubt and the edge
of  fear  emerging  on  both  their  faces  as  they  looked at  each  other  with  dread  and hopes  of
reassurances.

Natasha saw both of the creatures shake, tilt their heads up as they let out low moans, and watched
the look of orgasmic amazement come over both of Juliet’s and Amelia’s faces as they began to feel
the thick long shafts in their clinging tightness start to powerfully pulse, feel the progression of a
thick bulge pass through their tight anal rings and felt every inch of travel as the bulge moved up
toward the cock tip and felt the heads flare deep inside their rectums and expand four times their
normal sizes, then felt the bulge reach the deeply embedded cock tip and felt the head flare even
more as the creatures started firing their 118 degree loads, in hot shuddering explosive blasts from
his powerfully lurching member as the other two women screamed out in orgasmic bliss at the top of
their vocal ranges driving away and banishing any thought of the immense growing proportions of
the bulges swelling inside them as well.

Finally, the massive cock and bulge in Natasha started to reduce in size. The creature in Natasha
exerted a continuous gentle pull as he held Natasha’s hips, it still felt to Natasha like she was trying
to pass a tennis ball, fortunately the hormonal sexual stimulant was attenuating any pain and it was
just a feeling of massive pressure trying to emerge but finally the ball size bulge slowly emerged and
the  creature  was  able  to  slowly  pull  himself  out  of  her  tightly  clenched ass,  which  was  still
involuntarily rhythmically contracting from the powerful  sexual stimulant secretions She gently
moaned with pleasure, as he slowly withdrew. Juliet and Amelia were distracted from the own
overwhelming pleasures by the very loud prolonged slurping sounds, as inch by slow inch withdrew
from deep within Natasha. As the still flared cock head hung up at her anal entrance, a powerful
orgasm ripped through Natasha and during the release of the orgasmic contraction a final loud
suction slurping POP! was heard as the cock head was violently expelled by another contraction.

As before, Natasha’s flat muscular abdomen was visibly distended from the volume. Her tight anus
was  still  repeatedly  contracting  slowly.  Each  contraction/relaxation  cycle  explosively  jetted  a
powerful stream of hot cum out of her convulsing ass for several feet; each stream elicited a gentle
moan from her  feeling  the  hot  voluminous  liquid  repeatedly  erupting  like  a  hot  geyser… her
contracting abdomen visibly going down with each powerful squirt. A final earth shattering body
rack orgasm was shrieked.

It took a few minutes for the jetting geysers to finally die down….followed by two more orgasmic
shrieks from Juliet and Amelia…

~~~~

Part III

Four days later, the women were allowed to go back to the resort, they slowly made their way with
splayed  legs,  sore  swollen  pussies  and  asses  and  purged  rectums.  Unlike  the  other  women



previously snatched before them, their scientifically trained minds allowed each of them to retain a
somewhat clear but still hazy remembrance of their experiences.

Exhausted from their ordeal, they did nothing but rest up for the next two days and spent long hours
lounging on the beach in the tropical sun, and then they decided to go to the disco club…

All three wore what they had on the previous time they went to the club, as that was all they had
brought for dance clothes. Amelia picked up her dress from the seamstress that was able to make a
simple flimsy fasten for the front of her dress but could not replace the rhinestone clasp.

Juliet recognized the woman from the first night at the club who had tried to force her onto the dildo
pole. She was now topless and wearing just a very short Brazilian beaded mini sarong that tied up on
one hip but left most of that leg and hip bare except where the sarong tied. From the sheerness of
the fabric and the piercing strobing lights, it was clear she was not wearing anything underneath.
She was talking to one of the bar managers and the bar manager was showing her the bar code
scanner then she moved off. Curious, Juliet went to the bar and ordered another drink and engaged
the bartender in conversation where she was informed that was the youngest of the three sisters
that owned the resort by the name of Skylar. Thanking the bartender, Juliet moved off seething, now
knowing the other woman, Skylar, knew full well what she was doing and not just caught up in the
moment and the Ganja like the rest of the crowd was, and now a plan quickly came to Juliet.

Juliet found Skylar and started dancing with her, gleaming eyes shinning at hers, but Skylar was
unaware that it was a predatory gleam that was in Juliet’s eyes. For her own part Skylar recognized
the beautiful and statuesque Juliet from the week prior and was puzzled that Juliet had wanted to
dance with her considering what Skylar tried to do previously before. As before, the close press of
dancing bodies forced the two bodies of the women together, bared breasts coming into contact with
bared breasts. Skylar felt a slight internal flush develop not just on her face and neck but all over
her body which puzzled her as it was not something from the hot press of the bodies, the warm air
nor from the regular alcoholic drinks she was having though she had a few of them and was
definitely intoxicated. Nor was it the Ganja smoke machine as it had just kicked on and it would be
at least 20 minutes more before it really started billowing quantities of smoke and really affecting
the club goers. In addition she began to feel intensely aroused and a rapidly building sexual heat in
her loins.

Juliet and Skylar both continued to press their sensual and slick bodies together as they swayed with
each other to the beat of the music. Shortly, each was caressing each other and exchanged lingering
kisses upon nipples, necks and lips. Skylar felt a strange tingle then a warm flush instantly envelope
her body upon exchanging deep kisses with Juliet – it would be weeks before the creature’s hyper-
sexual hormone stimulant fully left Juliet’s body as well as Natasha’s and Amelia’s, anyone that came
into intimate contact with their saliva, sweat or other secretions likewise would be affected as the
three researchers had been. Already a sexually and erotically inflamed wildfire was sweeping thru
the flushed sweaty dancing highly  aroused crowd as  various dancers  took turns dancing with
Natasha and Amelia or brushed up against Juliet. Skylar briefly rationalized to herself that she has
never before been affected by the Ganja and the E drinks like this before, having built up some
tolerance over the years, nor affected with dancing with another woman to the extent like this one.
An overwhelming deep desire swept thru Skylar’s inflamed loins as the intimate caresses that grew
more bold and culminated in each furiously finger fucking the other, as Juliet kept her awareness
about her as she maneuvered Skylar toward the dildo dance pole.

Juliet gently pushed Skylar against an pole mounted, artificial cum squirting 10 inch long, 23/4 inch
width dildo and it easily penetrated, then gently tugged her back and forth onto the dildo as their
lips were tightly  locked together with entwined swirling tongues.  Just  as Skylar  was fixing to



orgasm, Juliet shifted her grip on Skylar’s hips and changed the angle slightly then pulled her close
then pushed her back against the pole and watched Skylar’s eyes grow big and her mouth form a
large “O” as the squirting dildo entered her tight ass. Shocked by the sudden anal penetration and
the feeling of large quantities of warm artificial cum jetting up into her rectum allowed Juliet to pull
and push her again embedding the dildo even further, three more times it was fully embedded as
Juliet started a rapid push and pulling – thrusting the ten inch long dildo in and out of Skylar’s ass,
her  mouth  wide  open  in  an  unheard  scream as  the  dildo  was  repeatedly  almost  completely
withdrawn before Skylar was shoved completely back onto it.

Seeing Skylar’s eyes glaze over as a visibly body racking tremble ran through her body signaling she
was violently orgasming, Juliet locked lips tightly with Skylar and pushed her tightly against the
dildo pole and held her there embedded as much as possible and kept here there as Juliet furiously
rubbed Skylar’s clit until she could feel copious quantities of the artificial cum begin to squirt out of
Skylar’s still dildo embedded ass.

Juliet let Skylar sag and slide off the dildo and Skylar collapsed onto the artificial cum covered floor,
continuously moaning unheard, as Juliet watched, more than a quart of stringy white artificial cum
squirted out of her fucked ass.

Juliet kneeled down and gave Skylar a long lingering kiss and rose to look for Natasha and Amelia as
Skylar tried to cling to Juliet.

Revenge is very sweet.

Turning to look for her colleagues, she saw them both, completely nude, climb onto the mechanical
bucking bulls and danced off to join the line to mount up as thick clouds of Ganja smoke began
billowing throughout the club.

Amelia climb onto a mechanical bull with the thrusting squirting dildo and to Juliet’s astonishment,
Natasha did so as well but on one of the bulls with two squirting dildos mounted.

As the two women rode the gently bucking and twirling bulls amidst billowing clouds of strobe light
filled clouds of Ganja smoke, Natasha kept motioning to the woman operator that controlled the bull
she rode to turn up the thrusting to the delight of the naked sexually charged crowd wildly and
exuberantly cheering her on! Soon Natasha, with her feet in the stirrups, had slightly risen her ass
off the back of the bull clearly showing the two ten inch long dildos alternately jack hammering into
her pussy and ass with streams of white stringy cum pouring out with each inward thrust as each
dildo displaced the copious fluid being continuously ejaculated into her.

Amelia had her head thrown back and her eyes were glazed over with orgasmic bliss as she held
onto the rope with one hand as her own ten inch dildo thrust in and out rapidly as it ejected copious
artificial cum into and out of her, pouring off in streams off the side of the bull.

~~~~

EPILOGUE

Unbeknown to the others, Natasha, the Princess Bitch, had actually collected and secreted away a
sample of the creature’ s hypersexual hormone stimulant. Later in the university research institute
lab she was able to synthesize the hormones. Secretly she sold and shared the formula, mostly sold,
with others in the lab and to her fellow researchers in other labs. These in turn found the properties
so fascinating that they shared it with others.



Five months later, the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a worldwide public health alert of
an outbreak of a mysterious sexual disease that affected the brain that was identified as originating
in  outbreaks  in  colleges  and  universities  worldwide  but  quickly  spread  into  surrounding
populations… It was further noted that while not physically debilitating or fatal, it did cause mental
issues and unwanted behaviors in women of all ages, further it spread on contact amongst women.
WHO researches and other government health organizations around the world were working to
solve the mystery.

In a matter of just a few succeeding months since the first WHO public health announcements,
further announcements dwindled away…

The creatures themselves were able to make avail of increasingly frequent encounters with female
guests but no more public reports surfaced…

As the years went by, more and more at night you could see numerous lights from small fires up on
the mountain sides and just inside the foliage lines by the beaches, the smell of Ganja smoke wafting
up from the dense foliage.

Very often strange yells could be heard by the resort guests that echoed off the canyons and cliffs
that strangely sounded like loud ecstatic female shrieks…

As far as the two resorts went, business could not even be better, with a surge in reservations a few
months after the public health alert was first issued and the three sisters were working on plans to
expand both resorts…

The pods of dolphins were frequently seen cavorting even more with the swimmers, and the caution
sign that had been posted about overly friendly dolphins had been removed. A new advertising line
for the resorts also had appeared on the Internet and in travel magazines

“Swim and Play with the Dolphins…!”


